Success stories don't just happen.
They are made.

Invented for life

Product Manager
for Automotive Industry
Bosch is one of the world’s leading suppliers of

In the Serbian market we are very well known and we

technology and services in the areas of automotive and

always strive to reach the best results. In order to do so,

industrial technology, consumer goods, and building

we are offering you following Automotive position:

technology. It is a major manufacturer of products such

Product Manager for Automotive Industry.

as heat pumps, and its subsidiary Bosch Rexroth is the

Your responsibilities: ► Take part in a product life cycle

world’s largest independent supplier of wind-turbine

management for products from Automotive area

gearboxes. Since 2008, Bosch has invested more than

Conduct market research tasks and analysis

one billion euro in photovoltaic. It also developed hybrid

related support of Sales department

and electric power train technologies for motor vehicles

marketing and sales and support to ensure revenue and

►

►

►

Technical

Working with

long before its competitors. Bosch employs some

customer satisfaction goals are met; Your profile: ►

283,000 associates in more than 150 countries

Bachelor degree, mechanical engineering

worldwide. Together, they create innovative technology

understanding related to the automotive industry

that is “Invented for life” – technology that benefits

actively speak English language – every day professional

►

Technical
►

You

You are a

mankind and provides solutions to environmental

communication in English is required

problems. Nearly 50 percent of the company’s eight

results-oriented person who has clear priority settings

billion euro research and development budget thus

You are highly motivated, independent and adaptable

►

►

►

Experience of working in an

focuses on protecting the environment and conserving

Excellent team work skills

resources. Bosch employs 33,000 research and

international environment.

development associates worldwide. It also registers

To apply, please send your CV and application letter to

more than 3,800 patents each year. The development

Karijera2.Bosch@bosch.com (subject: Product Manager

and manufacturing expertise of Bosch associates is

for Automotive Industry), no later than 24.07.2012.

►

evident in many high-end products. For example, the
company is the world number one for micro-mechanical

Make it happen. Start with us. Here and now.

sensors. These components stabilize cars when they

Only candidates for the I round interview will be

start skidding (ESP) and are used in tilt-sensitive

contacted. We thank all other candidates for their

screens for mobile data devices.

application and trust.

